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Okabe and kurisu

Rintaro OkabeNauka Adventures character Rintaro Okabe in Steins; The Gate, as illustrated by HukeFirst appearanceSteins; The Gate (2009)Created by Tatsuya MatsubaraVoo JapanskyMamoru MiyanoEnglishJ. Michael Tatum Rintaro Okabe (Japanese: 岡部 倫太郎, Hepburn: Okabe Rintaro),
shortened Okarin (オカリ), is the main character of Steins' visual novel; Gate at 5pb. and Nitroflus. Okabe is a self-proclaimed mad scientist who often goes by the pseudonym Kyuma Huuin (鳳凰院 凶真, Huuin Kyoma). He is the founder of what he calls the Future Gadget Laboratories (未来ガジェト研究
所 Mirai Gadgetto Kenkyo) in Akihabara, where he spends most of his time and identified himself as a member of Laboratory No. 001 (since he was the first to join). Experimenting with time travel, he learns that he is the only one who has the ability to detect changes between different terms, which he
calls Reading Steiner. He is 18 years old and a first year student at Tokyo Denki University. Except for Steins; Gate, Okabe was present in other games from the Adventure science franchise. (quote needed) It is voiced by Mamoru Miano in Japanese and J.Michael Tatum in English. The critical reaction
on Okaba was positive because of his traits as a scientist and his dark characteristics in Steins; Gate 0. The creation and development of Tatsuya Matsubar created Okabe with the idea of how he grows to take care of others in the narrative and embarks on a journey to save them. He sought to connect
Okabe's okabe's traits with the player's feelings not only with the gameplay, but also with the content of the narrative, primarily in the form of the relationships he forms. To express the character's struggles as to how Okabe seeks to save the world, Matsubara said it's necessary for the team to create a



structure of the game that was a bit jarring. He was concerned that players would not be able to clean up the game by relying on that collective intelligence. As a result, Matsubara received a message saying that players were able to clear the game during the first week. At that time, it is expected in Japan
to dig a little deeper into the characters after the visual novel game was released as another product. Although STEINS; GATE did follow this, it was not his intention that players experience the struggle of witnessing the serious Okabe in the main text. If I did, I felt I would dilute the main text. He sought to
give Okaba an unusual script in the sci-fi narrative, expecting the players to be surprised as well. Geraint Evans stated that while Okabe is well researched in anime, the visual novel gave fans an opportunity to understand the relationship between Mayuri and Okabe much better than in the anime. In one
of the spin-off games, a great influence on his script was the anime series Code Geass (2006-2007), with Lelouch Lamperouge influencing Okabe wannabe is a bad guy characteristic. In Japanese, Okabe voices Mamoru Miano. J. Michael Tatum plays a character in English dubs and had to change the
different parts of Micano to take when making comments so that the western audience would understand Okabe's explanation. Appearance in Stein; Gate July 28, 2010, Rintaro Okabe and his friend Mayuri Shiina head to the building of Radio Kaikan for a conference where Rintaro finds a girl named
Kurisu Makise lying in a pool of blood. When Rintaro sends a text message about the incident to his friend, Itar Dar Hashid, he experiences a strange phenomenon, and the people around him disappear, and no one else notices that something has changed. Later, after hitting Kuris, who was strangely
alive and well, and discovering the message he had sent to Iostu, he arrived a week before he sent it, Rintaro soon making the result of the Mobile Microwave that he and his friends were developing, in fact, a time machine capable of sending text messages to the past. Soon he and his friends learn that
SERN, an organization that has been researching time travel for some time, has actually managed to send people back in time, although they all seem to have led to the death of the subjects. Rintaro begins experimenting with D-Mails (Dメ, D m'ru, abbreviation from DeLorean mail), which are beginning
to cause major differences in timeline. Kuris also manages to create a device to send human memories through the microwave, allowing that person to jump into the past effectively. In Steins; Gate 0 Game Begins During Steins; Ending the gate where Suzukah traveled until August 21, 2010, using his
time machine to get Okabe to prevent an arms race in time leading up to World War III; to do this, he needs to prevent Kuris' father, Dr. Nakabachi, from killing Kuris and bringing her theory of time travel to Russia. Sudzuchu brings Okabe to the point of murder, July 28, 2010, but he accidentally kills Kuris
himself because of the rapprochement of world lines. Back in the present, Okabe refuses Suzuhi's requests to try again and develops post-traumatic stress disorder. Nearly five months later, Okabe attends a presentation by colleagues Kurisu Maho and Leskinen of his Amadeus system, which uses
digitized memories as avatars of artificial intelligence; one avatar was made based on Kurisu. Talking to them, Okabe becomes a tester for Amadeus, allowing him to communicate with Amadeus Kuris through his phone. Trying to change Okabe's mind, Suzuha is looking for Kagari, who broke up while
traveling in 1998. Maho, who has a hard drive to Kuris, wants access to her theories, hoping to save Kuris; Russia, other countries and groups, including SERN, are also following theories, and the world changes as they monitor activities, activities, theories and memories. In Steins; Gateway: Film - Load
Region Deja Wu After being through a painstaking journey through several World Lines due to the invention of 'D-Mail', text messages that can be sent in the past, Rintaro Okabe is supposed to have landed in the Steins Gate World Line, in which he was able to prevent the death of both Mayuri Shiina and
Kuris Makuise, as well as prevent the future of the SERN rules due to the invention of the machine that no longer exists. On August 3, Kurisu arrives in Japan for a press conference and reunites with all members of the Gadgets Laboratory of the Future. Meanwhile, Rintaro is starting to have intense side
effects from his time travels, seeing visions of alternative Worldlines. The next day, August 4, a mysterious visitor shows up at the Hotel Kurisu, telling her to remember three things: a cell phone, a microwave, and a SERN. Later in the day, when Curisou talks to Rintaro about how her own copies of deja
vu may resemble Rintaro's ability to Reading Steiner to memorize things from other world lines, Rintaro suddenly disappears in front of Curisou. Besides, no one else seems to remember that Rintaro ever existed, and Kuris barely retained a faint memory of someone. Steins; Gate: My dear embrace of
Rintaro Okabe the main problem is paying the lab bills, having to take part-time as a waiter. The game has several routes, each focusing on Okabe building a romantic relationship with one of the characters from Steins; Gate. The player influences the direction of the plot, choosing the choice, answering
the phone Okabe, and clicking on the highlighted text in text messages on the phone. The reception of the performances by Mamuru Miano (left) and J.Michael Tatum (right) were the subject of praise. In 2013, Okabe won Best Male Anime Character in the Newtip Anime Anime category. The owner of
Seaside Tapes named Mr. Ocean as the main mastermind behind the pseudonym MTX. The critical reception of the character in the visual novel was positive. Destruid praised Okabe's character and his relationship with the rest of the cast, based on how attractive they were, with Siliconer preferring the
one he starts with Kurisu based on comic interactions. USGamer, known by Okabe as one of the most fascinating main characters I've received in a reviewer, has enjoyed the company for quite some time based on the treatment of his character and voice provided by Mamor Miano. In another review,
GamesTm stated that Okabe deconstructs ideas for the scientist in a positive sense because of the way he avoids the stereotypical traits seen in fiction, comparing him to the titular professor Rick and Morty more than any other rival of the genre. IGN felt that the connection with his friends were also
attractive when it comes to several subjects based on different types of ideas to make dialogue would be easier to understand. Nate Min of Crunchyroll criticized the character, saying that Okabe is by far one of the most truly unseemly characters. Critics also commented on Okabe's dark characterization
of Stein; Gate 0. Cranhirall said that while his appearance had not changed except for his black coat, Okabe was showing signs of suffering post-traumatic stress disorder and depression as a result of Kurisu's death. As a result, the site found that Okabe's new identity is unique, as Okabe has not yet
recovered from Kurize's death and how the plot copes with his weakness. Jenny Lada of Siliconera said that while she didn't like the heroine Okabe at first, finding him disgusting and unrealistic at the beginning of the adventure, she instead found the depressed Okabe more interesting. She cited how the
weak Okabe is portrayed in the sequel, finding him as a man in need of theraphy, but unable to find a recovery through him. Destruid called him the most altered character for lack of crazy behavior, and it did not care about the future of his life in the possible Third World War. Despite the dark narrative,
Cardin still found Okabe and Maho had a segment that could give out laughter. The hardcore gamer found that players can be affected by how Okabe goes through his free time by interacting with an AI based on Kurisu, something that can instead hurt him rather than recover from injury. As for the anime
adaptation of the visual novels, DVD Talk enjoyed the arc of Okabe's character as he becomes a more realistic person throughout the story. Pierce Drew in The Fandom Post believed that Okabe has a massive, spotlight personality because of his mad scientist, as delivery laughs erratically, regardless of
the actor's voice. Them Anime Reviews that while stories about time travel are common in the anime, the studio instead made the anime as about Okaba Rintaru; The reviewer said described Okabe as childish, nonsense-beating but sometimes brilliant, which, despite the weak characterization, it still
evolves as a character similar to what DVD Talk claimed. The critic also praised Okabe's relationship with Kuris, saying they have a chemistry despite both acting like tsundere, and relishing the way the main character also connects with his childhood friend Mayuri. Since the film focused exclusively on
Okaba and Kuris, Richard Eisenbeis and Toshi Nakamura of Kotaku stated, This film really lives or dies from how well you connect to Kuris and Okaba - and given the amazing performances of their actors, I can't imagine that you can't. As for the Steins; Gate 0, Anime News Network praised as it is
known to have been a series regarding depression Okabe interacted with AI Amadeus as the fellow character insists on real dead and thus the more Okabe negotiates with with the more he would be hurt to face reality without the woman he loved. References b 秋葉原に時間扉が開かれる 『シュタズ ゲ
ト』 Time Gates may be opened in Akihabara: Stein; The gate (in Japanese). It's family. June 13, 2009. Archive from the original on October 21, 2012. Received on November 1, 2009. STEINS; GATE ELITE manufacturer to string together its world lines and sci-fi teaser. A silicone. Received on
September 12, 2020. STEINS; GATE ELITE manufacturer to string together its world lines and sci-fi teaser. Fortitude Magazine. Received on September 12, 2020. Arrival, Jeremy (2014-02-13). Inside Genesis is the latest reward of virtue and the challenges of visual novels. United States. The homer
network. Archive from the original 2016-05-14. Received 2016-09-03. a b Drew, Pierce (2013-08-03). The Steins; Gate Part 1 UK Blu-ray Anime Review. Fandom's Mail. Archive from the original 2016-09-19. Received 2016-09-19. Translation quote: The faces of each whitened when they saw Kuris' body.
5pb. and Nitroplus (October 15, 2009). Steins; Gate (Xbox 360) (Japanese). 5pb. みんな顔⾯を蒼⽩にして、紅莉栖 死体を⾒ている Translated quote: Only now thousands of pedestrians have disappeared in an instant! You saw that, too, didn't you? / I didn't see anything. Now hurry up and leave. 5pb.
and Nitroplus (October 15, 2009). Steins; Gate (Xbox 360) (Japanese). 5pb. 今ここで数千⼈通⾏⼈が⼀瞬で消えたんです! 貴⽅も⾒ましたよね!? / ⾒ていない. いいから早く出ていけ translation quote: You must be dead! Why are you here...!? 5pb. and Nitroplus (October 15, 2009). Steins; Gate (Xbox
360) (Japanese). 5pb. 貴様は、死んだはずだ! なぜ、ここに......!? Translation quote: Well, you sent me a message like that a week ago, didn't you? 5pb. and Nitroplus (October 15, 2009). Steins; Gate (Xbox 360) (Japanese). 5pb. だって、1週間前にも僕にそんなメ送ってきたじゃん Translation quote:
The mail was sent in the past. 5pb. and Nitroplus (October 15, 2009). Steins; Gate (Xbox 360) (Japanese). 5pb. メは 過去へと送られた Eisenbays, Richard (2015-07-29). Three Steins; Gate Spin-off games you've probably never heard of. Kotaku. Media group Gizmodo. Archive from the original 2016-08-
24. Received 2016-08-30. Leo, John (2011-06-24). The Big one in Japan June 13-19: zelda 3D. Gamespot. CBS Interactive. Archive from the original 2016-09-04. Received 2016-09-04. Attack on Titan wins top prizes at the Newtype Anime Awards. Anime news network. Received on September 12,
2020. Interview with Mr. Ocean: label ownership, psychology, cyberpunk, cultural influences and the new album Seculentia (fall January 7 at Seikomart) - an exclusive preview mix. Banning fumes. September 12, 2020. Review: Steins; Gate. A destruid. Archive from the original dated September 2, 2015.
Received on August 28, 2015. The Steins; Gate: My darling hugs Kurisu route gives us all the best bickering with Rintaro. A silicone. Received on September 12, 2020. The Steins; Gate PC Review: From Time to Time. USgamer.net archive from the original dated September 6, 2015. Received on August
28, 2015. The Steins; Gate review. GameTM - Official website. Archive from the original on August 22, 2015. Received on August 28, 2015. Megan Sullivan (September 11, 2015). The Steins; Gate Review. Ign. Received on March 21, 2019. FEATURE: Staines; Gate Review. Received on September 13,
2020. How loss can change a person: Steins; Gate 0 in New Okabe Rintaro. Received March 21, 2019. The Steins; Gate 0 Demonstrates the development of Ocarin. A silicone. Received on September 12, 2020. Cardin, Dennis (2016-11-22). Review: Steins; Gate 0. A destruid. Modern method. Archive
from the original 2016-12-20. Received 2017-01-07. Helm, Jordan (2016-11-22). Review: Steins; Gate 0. Hardcore Gamer. Archive from the original 2016-11-23. Received 2017-01-29. The Steins; Gate: Full series, Part 2 (Blu-ray). DVD Talk. Received on September 12, 2020. The Steins; Gate. Their
anime reviews. Received on September 12, 2020. Eisenbays, Richard (2013-04-23). The Steins; The gate of the film is an emotional time trip. Kotaku.com archive from the original 2013-04-25. Received 2013-04-23. The Steins; Gate 0 Episodes 1-2. Anime news network. Received on September 12,
2020. Received from 2Mages. redirects here. For other purposes, see the magician (disambigation). Japanese media company This article has several questions. Please help improve it or discuss these issues on the discussion page. (Learn how and when to delete these template messages) This article
relies too much on links to the first source. Please improve this by adding secondary or tertiary sources. (July 2009) (Find out how and when to delete this template message) This article should be updated. Please update this article to reflect recent events or newly available information. (September 2016)
(Learn how and when to delete this template message) Mages Inc.Native name株式会社メジmaymanized nameKabushiki gaisha M'jisuFormerly5pb. Inc. (2005-2011)TypeKabushiki gaishaSubsidiaryIndustryAnimeMusicVideo gamesFoundedApril 6, 2005; 15 years ago (2005-04-06) Shibuya, Tokyo,
JapanHeadquartersShibuya, Tokyo, JapanKey peopleChiyomaru Shikura (representative director and president)ParentDwango (2013-2019)Chiyomaru Studio (2019-2020)Colopl (2020-)Websitemages.co.jp Former logo Mages Inc. (株式会社メジ, Kabushiki gays meshisu, stylized MAGES.inc.), formerly
5p. Inc. (株式会社5pb., Kabushiki gaisha 5pb., down from Five Power and Basics), is a Japanese video game developer and record label for video games and anime music. It was formed on April 6, 2005 after Chiyomaru Shikura left Scitron to become the company's chief executive, a position he still
holds. The company is divided into two parts, 5pb. Games for the production of video games, and 5pb. Records for a record label. It was a subsidiary of TYO Group until Shikura bought the remaining rights from TYO Group on April 15, 2009. Shikura is a co-owner of 5pb. with AGOne, a branch of dwango
Japan. The staff includes screenwriter Naotaka Khayashi, artist Yukihiro Matsuo and producer Tatsuya Matsuhara. In April 2011, a group of companies consisting of Arkray, Seed Project, Dwango Creative School, Animelo Summer Life, 5pb. Entries, and 5pb. The games were merged under the parent
company Mages. Inc. led by Chiyomaru Chief Executive Shikura. In July 2019, Mages was acquired by Shikura Chiyomaru Studio in order to be more flexible and fast in its solutions as a company independent of Dwango's parent company and the Kadokawa Group. With what is said, while Mages will no
longer be part of the Kadokawa Group after the buyout management, it still expects to maintain the same favorable relationship with the group that it has so far. Along with this buyout, the company intends to strengthen its branding by consolidating 5pb. brand in Mags. In March 2020, Colopl acquired
Mages from Chiyomaru for 1.612 billion pounds (approximately $14.92 million). Artists have previously called 5pb. Records, from 2019 the brand does not exist anymore, with the brand Mages is the only one used for everything. Arteria Vine (Eri Kitamura and Asami Imai) Asaka Asriel Ayane Siohu DG-10
fripSide Akiko Hasegawa Rina Hidaki Asami Imai Mio Isayama Kanako Itu Dz Afilia Kaori Kenn Kikko Asriel Kokomi Riyu Kosaka Marina Wei Miyazaki Halkoi Halkoi Momoy ayumi Murata Nao Romans Sakura Nogawa Yui Sakakibara Fantasm (FES cv. Yui Sakakibara) Asami Shimoda Konomi Suzuki
Dual-Nuclear Formula (Saeko Jago and Kaori Sadohara) Velforest Tswei Games 5pb. The games were a division of Mages, which was engaged in the development of video games. The brand was originally named Five Games Kid, or 5gk. in short, but the name was changed in December 2007 to
coincide with the name of the label 5pb. 5pb. Records. Some of the 5pb. Game developers came from KID, Tonkin House and Scitron, for example, with Takeshi Abo in December 2006. From 2019 5pb. The games brand is not used anymore, with the Mages brand being the only one used for everything.
Year Platform Title (s) 2007 Kew: Fairy Ancient Leaf PS2 Memories Off 5: Encore PS2, PSP Umish PS2 2008 Your Memories Off: Style Girl PS2, PSP Night Wizard! Video Games: Abandoning the World of PS2 Prism Ark: Awakening PS2 Chaos; Off PSP Воспоминания Off 2-й PSP Призрак Собака DS
NDS Kanokon Esuii PS2 L не Kisetsu 2: Невидимые воспоминания PS2 Воспоминания Off: Sorekara PSP Omoide ни Каната Кими: Воспоминания от PSP Воспоминания Off 6: T-волна PS2, iOS, PSP, X360 Монохромный фактор: Cross Road PS2 2009 Воспоминания Off 5: Togireta Фильм
PSP Oretachi ни Tsubasa Ва Най PS3, PS Vita, Win DoDonPachi DaiOuJou Черная этикетка Extra X360 Кемеко Deluxe! DS: Yome в Меху в Отоко в Onna NDS KimokawaE! NDS 11eyes CrossOver X360, PSP, iOS Chaos; Голова Ноа X360, PS3, PSP, iOS, Android Хакушаку в Ясэй: Yume к
Кизуна ни Омой о Hasete PS2 Hyakko: Yorozuya Jikenbo! PS2 Пропустить Beat! PS2 Воспоминания Off После дождя PSP Lucian Bee's: Воскресение Сверхновая PS2 Воспоминания Off 6: Следующее отношение PS2, X360, PSP Пункт Getter: Bokura но Кагаку Махако но Kankei NDS Steins;
Ворота X360, PS3, PS4, Win, PSP, iOS, PS Vita, Android Тайше Бейсбол Девушки PSP L не Kisetsu W карман PSP Tayutama: Поцелуй на моем божестве X360 2010 Хаос; Голова Любовь Чу Чу! X360, PS3, PSP Ketsui: Kizuna Jigoku Tachi Extra X360 Lucian Bee's: Evil Violet PS2, PSP Lucian
Bee's: Justice Yellow PS2, PSP W.L.O. Секай Ренай Кике X360 Воспоминания Off: Yubikiri но Kioku X360 Труп партии: Кровь покрыты повторный страх PSP, IOS, 3DS Шарин но Куни: Девушка среди подсолнухов X360 Lucian Bee's: Воскресение Сверхновая PSP Пастель Chime Продолжить
PSP 2011 Пуля Душа X360 : Yubikiri но Kioku Win, PSP Phantom Breaker X360, PS3 Steins; Ворота: Объятия моей дорогой X360, PS3, PSP, PS Vita Dunamis 15 X360, PS3 Труп партии: Книга теней PSP Steins; Ворота: Вариант пространства Octet Win Muv-Luv X360 Muv-Luv Альтернатива
X360 Когда-либо 17 X360 За будущее: Исправить стрелки времени PS3, PSP 2012 Робототехника; Примечания PS3, X360 Труп партии: Sachiko в игре любви истерии День рождения 2U PSP Смело по умолчанию 3DS 2013 Phantom Breaker: Battle Grounds X360, PS Vita, Win Steins;
Ворота: Линейная ограниченная фенограмма PS3, X360, PS Vita, iOS Haiyore! Ньяруко-сан-Мейошагатай Игра no Yona Mono PS Vita Ketsui: Kizuna Jigoku Tachi Extra PS3 Disorder 6 PS3, X360 Phantom Breaker: Extra PS3, X360 Hero X Battle Princess PS3 Eiyuu-Senki PS3 Liberation Maiden
Sin PS3 2014 Bullet Soul Infinite Burst X360 Corpse Party: Blood Drive PS Vita Robotics; Примечания Элитная PS Вита Хаос; Child, PS3, PS4, PS Vita, iOS, Win Infinite Stratos: Versus Colors Win 2015 Psycho-Pass: Обязательное счастье PS4, PS Vita, Win, XBO Steins; Ворота 0,8 PS3, PS4, PS
Vita, XBO, Win, NS 2016 Пластиковые воспоминания » PS Vita 2017 Новая игра! Этап Вызова PS4, PS Vita Occultic; Девять PS4, PS Vita, XBO Хаос; Ребенок Любовь Чу Чу! PS4, PS Vita Phantom Breaker: Battle Grounds Overdrive NS YU-NO: Девушка, которая песнопения любовь на
границах этого мира PS4, PS Vita, NS 2018 Steins; Ворота Elite PS4, Win, PS Vita, NS 2019 Robotics; Примечания DaSH PS4, NS, Win 2020 Famicom Club: Kieta Kokeisha remake NS Famicom Tantei Club Part II: Ushiro ni Tatsu Sjojo remake NS NS Tale ps4, XBO, Win, NS TBA Anonymous; Code
12 PS4, PS Vita, NS Chiyomaru Studio Chiyo St. Inc.Trade nameChiyomaru StudioNative name千代丸タジオRomanized nameChiyomaru SutajioFormerlyChrome EdgeIndustryvideo Gaming Industry HeadquartersMinato , Japan Key peopleChiyomaru ShikuraProductsScienceOccultic; NineAnonymous;
CodeSubsidiariesMages (2019-2020)Websitechiyomaru-studio.com Chiyo St. Inc., doing business as Chiyomaru Studio (Japanese: 千代丸'タジオ, Hepburn: Chiyomaru Sutajio), is a multimedia concept studio led by Chiyruoma Shikura, Director and Ceo of Mages. The company, originally called Chrome
Edge (クロウムエジ, Kuroumu Ejji), was founded separately from Mages to manage the copyright of media projects Shikura is working on, including the Science Adventure and Occultic franchise; Nine new series as well as to create stories for use in various media. In July 2019, Chiyomaru Studio
repurchased Mages shares, acquiring all shares in the former parent company Dwango; The following year, Chiyomaru Studio sold all Mages shares to Colopl. While the concept work is done by Chiyomaru, they are working with Mages to develop video games using concepts, as well as with Kadokawa
Corporation for the printing of books and the production of anime and manga. The studio includes employees from Mages who communicate via instant messaging; Since 2015, Shikura has been the only state on the site. The first new intellectual property developed by Chiyomaru, not based on Shikura's
previous works, is the upcoming anonymous video game; The code, which is developed in conjunction with the mages' video game division 5pb. Games, and with Occultic; The nine-part media franchise is called the Intrinsically Science Visual Novel. Chiyomaru also developed Science Adventure
Robotics; DaSH Notes. From 2017, the studio organizes live music concerts, where they also release updates about their media projects called Chiyo-ST Live. Notes : Initial Release - Script Links 5pb. information about the company (in Japanese). 5pb. Archive from the original June 9, 2009. Received
2009-06-16. -弊社株式異動 (譲渡) に関するお知らせ Regarding the change of our company's shares (transfer) Notice (in Japanese). 5pb. 2009-04-15. Archive from the original 2009-08-10. Received 2009-08-23. Outline - Corporate (in Japanese). Dwango. Archive from the original on September 10,
2012. Received on February 1, 2011. Visual novel Publisher 5pb becomes magicians, 5pb director is the head of the company. A silicone. April 21, 2011. Archive from the original on September 24, 2015. Received on October 4, 2013. a b Romano, Sal (2019-07-26). The magicians are out regardless of
the Kadokawa group, 5pb. consolidate into magicians. Received 2019-07-26. b Romano, Sal (2020-03-30). The kolople acquires magicians. Jematsu Received 2020-03-30. Chaos; Baby versions of PlayStation and anime confired. Jematsu march 28, 2015 Archive from the original June 10, 2016.
Received on March 30, 2015. The Steins; Gate 0 announced. Jematsu March 28, 2015 Archive from the original of March 9, 2016. Received on March 30, 2015. 5pb. annuities Plastic Memories game. Jematsu April 19, 2016 Archive from the original May 20, 2016. Received on April 19, 2016. The first
screens of the new game Stage Call Show Aova, Hifumi, Ku, and Shizuku . A silicone. July 20, 2016. Archive from the original dated July 21, 2016. Received on July 20, 2016. Occult; Nine games have been announced. Jematsu March 28, 2015 Archive from the original of April 2, 2015. Received on
March 30, 2015. 5pb. announces Anymous; Code. Jematsu March 28, 2015 Archive from the original of March 10, 2016. Received on March 30, 2015. Exclusive interview with Chiyomaru Shikura about new titles presented by Chiyomaru Studios, including the new Stein Gate (part 1 of 2). Faitsu (in
Japan). Enterbrine. 2015-03-28. Archive from the original for 2018-03-29. Received 2018-03-28. Mages.Inc.: Information about the private company Bloomberg L.P. Archive from the original for 2018-04-10. Received 2018-03-28. Fushimachi, Yuzuru (2015-03-30). Chiyomaru Shikura I don't think ADV is a
game... What is the true meaning of CHIYOMARU STUDIO? Domestic games (in Japan). IID, Inc. Archive of the Original for 2018-04-10. Received 2018-03-28. Anymous; Code Visual Novel 1st 2 Characters Reveled. Anime News Network 2016-03-07. Archive from the original for 2016-03-27. Received
2016-03-29. Ishaan (2015-03-29). Anymous; Code 5pb Next Sci-Fi Visual Novell. A silicone. Curse, Inc. Archive of the Original for 2016-01-01. Received 2016-03-29. Token (2016-07-03) FESTIVAL 2016 ANYMOUS; At the CODE stage, a new Hacking Trigger system using Save and Download is
revealed! . Gamer (in Japan). Ixll Co. Archive from the original for 2017-01-08. Received 2017-01-08. The trigger of this work is Hacking Trigger!? Chiyomaru Shikura talks about the brightest Codex Of Anonymous (5pb. Festival 2016). Faitsu (in Japan). Enterbrine. 2016-07-03. Archive from the original
for 2016-08-21. Received 2017-01-08. Robotics Notes Dash video released at Tokyo Game Show 2017 (TGS2017). Faitsu (in Japan). Enterbrine. 2017-09-21. Archive from the original for 2017-09-21. Received 2017-09-21. ^ Faitsu (in Japan). Enterbrine. May 28, 2017. Archive from the original dated
May 28, 2017. Received on May 28, 2017. From familiar songs to night special collaborations! Three hours too tight! ! Scientific Adventure Live 2018-SINGULARITY-REPORT. Faitsu (in Japan). Enterbrine. April 30, 2018 Archive from the original of April 30, 2018. Received on April 30, 2018. External
Links Official Website (in Japan) Obtained from wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title-Mages_ (company) okabe and kurisu daughter. okabe and kurisu married. okabe and kurisu reddit. okabe and kurisu relationship. okabe and kurisu wallpaper. okabe and kurisu emotional scene. okabe and kurisu manga.
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